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tronenrechners "Gtmzxa.  3 B" (English version 
above} in Vemessungstechnik, 
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'■ General \ 
i i 

■} 

{ The mapping of the DBR*) for the topographic maps in j 
i scales from 1:500,000 to 1:5000 is accomplished oy^tne J 
' proieotioP of meridional zones of 6" width, while in^ die > 

'' DDP"the meridional zor.es with the mam meridians o> a» : 
1 and 15" east of Greenwich are used» A part of the exist- j 
! inrr field of reference points was until now coordinates » 
' only in the 4th meridional zone with the aid meridian J.A ; 
* east of Greenwich. It became necessary, therefore, ,o { 
I d^+ermine for this Part of the. Gauss -Kroger (coordinates j 
' in the- meridional zones with the mean mcriciiön 9° ana lo j 
east of Greenwich so that the trigonometric iield or re- 
ference points can be used, as a basis for the mapping ol j 
the country»                  " j 

The transformation from the 4th meridional »one to the \ 
two" n^ghborincr aones was. performed according to the ax- j 
finitive transformation method on the reference ellipsoid; 
having the Krassovski dimensions. \ 

on the* border-j The reference points of I» to xll« orde: 
meridian (the meridian 12a east or Greenwich) of the twe 
6« wide meridional aones were coordinated witn u.s 

over- 
lap on both sides;  the reference points o: 
were coordinated with an overlap of 0-25°. 

l\f. order    j 
Consequently,| 

*) v German Democratic Republic 
t 
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Ithe formidable task arose to transform 35,000 pairs of co- 
ordinates from the 4th meridian strip to the neighboring 
I ones« 

I  Only modern computing machines could perform this' veri- 
table mass calculation speedily and economically* Even 
the affinitive transformation vas done with punched card 
'machines. As a result, the basic values for the for the 
{transformation to the neighboring meridional aones were 
available in the forai of punched cards. A modern elec- 
tronic ccaaputor of French origin,, the Bull Electronic Com- 
puter "Gaums.  3 B*% was used for the calculations* 

Pouched Card Machines 

The following pitched card machines ware used for the 
transformation -work; 

Bull Card duplicator 
Bull Electronic Computer "Gamma 
Rheinmeiali Sorting machines 
Bull Tabulating machines 

era- 
ci~ 
ronic 

The reference 2) in. the bibliography describes the op 
tion of the conventional punched card machines, suffi 
ent for the understanding of what follows* The elect 
computer *Ganma 3 B* will now be briefly described. 

The French firm Bull developed en  electronic computer 
which is fed the data to be processed by means of a 
punched card machine and which in turn feeds the computed 
results to the same punched card maohine. The input data 
is always in the form of punched cards. Tha output or 
the result iß accomplished 

plica- bT combining the computer with the  Bull card 
tor, and delivering- punched cards, or 

by combining the computer with the Ball tabulating 
machine, delivering a list, it is alsc possible by 
a further combination of the tabulating machine 
with a sum stenciler, to receive the results in the 
shape of punched cards* 

»   Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the electronic computer. 
! The punched card data are scanned, column by column, by 
I the adjoining machine, the Bull card duplic^or^jor^^ldre^^ 
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|   j program 3.1a© s 

: control... ia®tn«ae».ts 

I 

"adder ' 
computing storage 1 

output 
., card duplicator 

■i»adjolsiag mchine: or 

Pig. 1. Schematic of the Brli electronic ooaputea 

Bull tabulating swtchin«. K&ch-panchod hols generates in 
the moment it paeaes bonaath the «elector brush an elec- 
tric Impulse which is transmitted to tha computer orer a 
cable stzmidn    Th,&  computer and the adjoining machines 
operate synchronously so that any date, of & oolunn can be 
transmitted to the dual system whan the intelligence is 
fed to the norms,!  storage* 

Iho storage is accomplished kinasfitically through se- 
ries of pulses which circulate on aft electric conductor 
and are amplified and controlled hy  tube». Each aeaory 
storage has a capacity of 12 decimal places_which corres-^ 
ponds to an impulse series of 48 impulse points,.  (Pig« 2) 
The normal mamorj ssaryes only for the atgrage of informa- 
tion« Eher* is no limitation on tJß,e  splitting of the 12 
storage points.» i8e„f the storage drusi oan rec&ive several 
values prorided that the total number of decimal places 
does not exceed 12» Only the pertiuent storage points are 
then called vpon.  to perform the elementary calculation 
operationsa 

Impulse series 

splitting 

representation in maaerals 

"TV 

ri      S     9 

TrrrrTTrn*rrrTTTTTTTrrrrrrr 

a       ?■     6       S       h .    3       I 

rrrrrrj 

b~t5 c-StW? 

\ Fig« 2« Impulse series in a storage of the electronic 
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' This electronic Computer is a oae-^ddreas machine, i.e.., 
all eleaöatary aatlovlating operations* can be per formed on- 
ly by way' of one storage, riss., 'the computing stage» The 
csmputiag storage differ«, from the normal storages, insofar ; 
as a «erien-addiaq- deride is contained in. its., circuit,. Ute 
saries-addisg' derrice i&  able to perform addition, mibtrac- 
.tioa, BLiilt'iplioatioR (repeated addition) and division (re- 
ipe&ted S;ibtxa.otlcÄ.) of the atorsga' contents with the con- 
tents, of a &ectioit' of th© imtM-sl  storage* wliioh Is selected 
thremerh a .-cojjaaas.d« Ü'hase -00erationa are perforated in the 

computing stox&ge. iß. dßsired.f  an ©peratiostal. ctasmand can 
connect the noraal storage 2 with the acnputirar storage» 

.; The computing accuracy of jK&Itiplioatioa and dirision cars. 
1 thus be incrSussd* The folloirixig nuaS»r of places (in the 
j decimal aygtenk) result for tha arithmetic operations: 
I  Addition: traafi«nd@ each of 11 places 
1   3»btxai0tii£!is viim&rid «ad «tihtrfl&and ea,oh ■ 11 places 
j  l©Xtit>Iiortiom Kultiplioaxid '       ■ 11 places 

multiplier. 12 places 
product .23 places 

■   DiTisioÄ!      dividend . 23 places 
\ dirisor 11 places. 
| quotient 12 places> 

<       -'The coaamajids «re coat rolled by the program circuit. 
She gegutence öf the fv®atio*.8  of the mackiae^ tc&es place 
according to th© program liass of th«? control panel. 
.Each line of the program correspond« to ait elementary 
operation« ÜÜhese «Ismeatary operations ares tha arith- 
metical operations^ th& trakmltial of th© norm®,! storage 
coat exits' to tha computing storage, «ad from the computing 
storage to one of the aorKal storage®.?  the erasing of 
storage contents, the oemparisojt of -the c©mpiiting storage 
content« with th© co.at.enis of a »,o.:ai&X storage», the trans- 
fer of the computing storage contents, and th.« conditional 
as w®ll as- 'the unconditional shifting c<maands. frosa -one 
program., line to the- other* 

One program lia© comprises 4' informations ■which are 
energised by■ the impels®' distributor ©a the switch panel 
o-Tar cable coxmactiojigs- to the coryöspG;n.dlßg 4. feoxesj 

Tjpa  of operations dasigmatss th© operation, to be 
perfora&d das to th® program line? 

AddxeBB: i. d©.©igftat@s. the called-for ntpxage} 
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I Begin and end 
\ of command*,   designates the spots on the storage 
; which are called for for the operation 
: with the computing storage, 

; Three program lines are necessary, on the average, for the! 
. performance of an arithmetical operation, including the ! 

; transfers» 

;   In the standard type of the electronic computer "Gamma" 
; a program may contain up to 64 program lines/ The 64 ele-' 
; mentary operations are performed with the velocity of 
electron travel , needing practically no time at all. 
Thus, the speed of the electronic computer is determined I 

, only by the capacity of the adjoining machine»  The effi- > 
,   ciency of the Ball card duplicator is about 6000/hour and 
' of the Bull tabulating machine, depending upon the number 
of intermediate functions, up to 9000 cards/hour«        : 

I 

The sequence of the run of the individual program 
lines can be changed conditionally or unconditionally by f 
operational commands» It is thereby possibles to choose j 
program steps depending upon given conditions, or certain ! 
prDgram sections can often be repeated arbitrarily. It j 
is also possible to have an additional control of the pro-! 
gram run by employing 16 control switches, 16 command < 
controls, 8 relay variations and 8 selector controls,    i 

In order to try out and test a program, it is possible; 
to run each program step separately and inspect the star-j 
age contents with an oscillograph» ; 

The standard modal of the electronic computer can be ; 
supplied with an automatic determination of' the plus or I 

: minus signs.  This is particularly important for techni- ■ 
cal calculations as, for instance, in su.ryeyi.ng work and ; 

geodesy«  If this accessory is not provided, as was the i 
case with the computer at our disposal,, the sign of the - 
result can be determined by conip-aring operations»  But 
this calls for additional program lines, Another way is ; 
to try and plan the program, so that the signs of the in- ,; 

dividual results can be determined beforehand through a : 
presorting of the data material.  This second way was \ 
chosen by us. \ 

~~._.JimJt?a^ of the elec-    I 
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jtronia computer *6ajma 3 B*.    Its capacity is expressed in » 
Jtha code number 764-64,    Tiiis means that »Gamma 3 B"  is 
I equipped with* 
f  7 storages (i computing, 8 normal storages) 
!  6 input organs j 
j  4 output organs 
1  64 program lines | 
i An increase in itn capacity 1^ possible based on the j 
I building block principle» 

| In its biggast model, the computer has 81 storages,, 6 « 
j input organs., 4 output organs arid a program capacity of [ 
^ 128 program. Xinas* * It is then suitable for scientific I 
: computations for which purpose an additional program card j 
] control is provided, ! 
! ■! 

|   All the circuitry components (tne kineHiö.iic storage 
I principle requires relatively few electron tubas --about 
] 400) are placed in a closed cabinet with the overall di- 
f mansions of 1,5 x 1,6 x 0..7 meters, This cabinet is con- 
* nected by a flexible cable with the adjoining machine» 
; The weight of a standard, computer is about 850 kilograms. 

I Transformation Formulae and General Organization 

; Generally speaking, formulae with constant coefficients 
I are especially suited for manipulation with punched card j 
j maohinas, because the constants are fed only once by a { 
I   lead card into the machine» j 

j Transformation Formulae 
i 

For the transformation from one Gaus?a-Krüger system 
I into the neighboring one, the following formula:© have 
j been devised by Hriw.tow 3). They are especially useful 
| froa the point of view of punched card techniques. 

\ 1st system; xej 2nd system.: x' ,y* 

j An auxiliary point P0 is coordinated with xr> and y0 and 
with x*0 and y'0 in both systsiss» 

Ax-^ x-~4> ,.„ h'tla?+ Ktt/ijfi-3Ä»s Ax* Af~%Kit&x£i& 

1 ■*■ A'«^»* +terms up of 4th order 
&W<W-W>i*wrtFI?ig« —*4tH>t*«*!*^*& 
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A.*si-sy-t-   terms up of 4th or dar       (1} 
t 
1 the Iran afo mat ion formulae of Hristow are derived from i 
\m expansion in a ssriea with the mimJ.Uxj point P0 as j 
ttn.s aero point of calculation.* ! 

| CO,, 
If ir 

Hl'HZ'firxt  KS2^ ^ KS^ *V>, Yo, X'0 sud Y'0 ars      ! 
constant ooQzxicx&nx&t vtttak &xa determined by the posi- • 

ftion of the auxiliary point and the distance of the median I 
;meridians of both eysteas. Kristow supplies .in 3} formu- • 
;iaa tor the coefficients for arbitrary positions of the   \ 
auxiliary point arc three particular auxiliary points;    f 

*st system Aimita,ry point on the Kid meri diaa of the 
Auxiliary roirt on.  the mid meridian of the second 

systemi 
Auxiliary point or the  boundary »ari&ian between the 

1st and 2:nd systen» 

If the auxilisrv- point is chosen so that M vl-~3 00 H» 
; and iÄ i:fgfe70 ha then the terms of ith ard Mqhär power 
: can oe neg^ectod to achieve a. traxisforaeitioA accuracy in 
; the coordinate directions of t 0.01 ja, 

|   The foramiaa (i) are et ill not very ysil suited for 
j p-mciied card computing die to the large ntaober of indivi- 
I dual terms and the necessity for ihr: ~oJxu~i  or 3*1 nrs nion 
j determination._ for e*cH t&ra*. Gotthsrdt gires in 4j a~re~ 
| arrar;ge.n;:.eivt oi  these eg-iaticm groups, -which he uses for 
{ his calculations by means of the "Bransviaa 183". 

*■' ^ 4 -t- ,-1 #fir j -i- A *(.IT j -rJt Ksr - A jf if„) 

- ^ # {Kt 4 + /I if X* i -\- a x K9 j,)} 

- - A^W,.t -f J äf^gj + /!*/<„ - A p Äsi) 

•r Ax(K%^v ,:l sj K. l -f A -x KiS)} 

tf,, v;: +- A f { ä: j j -f /J it {Kt i + AxR'n- A p Kt %) 

(2) 
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[tied for punohed card program on "Samaa 3 B": 
\" 
i (I) .j#---=#--#a      B--*i-r JÄf 

■ Jr-# ye     /?=-#«-Ms 

> (II) «=■ ii'iit   4 .l*A"sll-f/JifA*,, 

j &--.#»»  -i-j*ür»s-^{fA%i 

j (Il.Ci Ä>-----B-i-.li-rf-.'J^f 

! /=,/} + ..!^c + .lyrf. (3) 
! 

' The calculation is performed in these three steps by one 
: run each of the cards through the Bull card duplicator 
J with attached computer "Grnma.  S W\ 
I 
I      Selection of the Auxiliary Points and Divi- 
!        sion of the legions of Transformation 

; Thp nointa to be transformed lie on both sides of the 
! 12°"iPeridisa in the zoixe ll^Li£l,V. If the auxiliary f 
point i» put onto the mid meridian of the first system, ] 

: 0f t^ ■Po-ur^-h meridian »one, then IA y| ^lOOkra is for tiie j 
; territcrv oi the Geraan Democratic Republic, with the ex- ] 
1 cept-»r«rt of e SKIS 11 reaion in. the South oi" the German Dsan- 
i ocratic Kopublic which contains about 120 reference • 
j points. The auxiliary points axe distributed &0 or iati-j 
! tu do ar^srt on the 12* meridian, (See Fig* 3») ■ Thus b j 
| horizontal transformation aor.es are formed, nmabared from, j 
| 0 to 8, In each zone transformations, two directions are j 
1   possible whioh are called transformation cases % f 

f Transformation case 1 = Transfoxmatioa from the 4th to j 
| the 5th möridiaji soitei   _   j 
i Transformation case 2 ~ transformation fiom the 4th  j 
! •      to the 3rd maridian aone»     i 

':   In addition,, for each transformation case, there axe two | 
I possibilities for the position -of the fixed point, 'd.s.{ j 
j east or west frosi the aid meridian«,    _ ■ j 

j   This grading leads to 32 trans formation regions 'which 
1 axe named according to their transformation aone, the 
I trans format ion case arid the sign cd/iy (positive = 1, 
S nwative = 2). Diareqardincr the curvature of the circles? 
' of'laf if^d^ a transformation region contains the fixed j 

8 
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u  o Is? 
1/ N f * 

<*■-. mi 

Transformation, zariei* 

E- of Greenwich 

Transformation case;  ■?' 

Fig« 3« DIvision in transformation regions, 

points of 24 (or 4.8) sheets of the topographic map 
1:2&,Q00. The number of coordinate pairs in one trans- 
formation region varies between 200 and 3000, 

Transformation Constants 

^ The computation, of the transformation constants (In - 
1>, ET.2, K|i, Z.22,  E31 and £33 is done according to the 
formulae given by Hrlstov in 3) and referred to the el- 
lipsoid of Krassowski. XQ was taken from 5) while x'G 
and y*o are taken from the table 6). 
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Check of the Transformation 

;   In order to check the results of the transformation 
(thoroughly, each coordinate pair is first transformed with 
jthe south auxiliary point and in a second calculation by  i 
;moans of the north auxiliary point.  Only after the two   s 
■results are compared, the result of the second calculation' 
; is tabulated« The permissible limit for the discrepancy 
;between both results is established with d 0.01 B. 

! The Punched Card Program \ 

_ The original data a,re contained in. the punched cards re-f 
suiting frcE the affinitlvs transformation, They carry as i 

; a defining characteristic the old serial number and the 
inumber of the old map scale table shoot vrhich defines each,; 
J coordinated point unambiguously as tjell as the coded nxm-   \ 
: ber of the new 1;25,000 sheet which enables one to coordi-j 
I rate each poini mechanically on the new map»  The result- ! 
ing cards of the affinitivs transformation carry as      \ 

: punched data the. Gauss-Krtiger coordinates in the 4th meri-j 
dian zone on the I'rassowski ellipsoid and in the system of j 

; the new grid of 1st order,  The operational cards which   } 
]  serve for the computation of the coordinates in the neigh-1 
'  boring meridian strips raust containt   in addition, (for "     j 
: programming reasons) the designation of the region of    ; 
i trsnatormation and a card number, because the computation \ 
\  affects several operational cards»  The initial cards are I 
' employed to this purpose, through a duplicating process,       \ 
for the transformation with the south auxiliary" point f as ' 
operational cards 1 and, through a second duplicating pro--; 
cess, for the  transformation with the north auxiliary '   \ 
point, as operational cards 4* The region of trans forma- •' 
tion and the card nuirber are punched during the duplica- i 
tor runs, energized by impulse distributors«  The gather- ! 

ing of the cards according to tran.sforma.tion zones" takes '' 
place during the duplication since the cards of the affi- • 
nitive trancfonaation are arranged according to the new      I 
1:25,000 sheets« j 

a.)  Computation of xfs  and y*s with the south       I 
auxiliary point« w ) 

1* Computation of A x, Ay and B,Ä. | 
During a run through the duplicator, the electronic   I 

i 
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^  
{computer-oaloulates ■ x and  y Simultaneously and B and 
gin view of the subsequent .adjustment according to the 
formulae 

: S's, X I IJf „ 

sThe ch.an.ga of the computing program, addition or subtrac- 
jtraction of the amount of ths ccordinat«» differences, is 
fdone by switch changes according to- the designation of the 
! regions of transformation« B,' A and Ax,  ^y &ra punohed 
| into the operational card 1 by the duplicator-. 

&■> 

9 Adjustment of B and Ä*     ■ I 
!. The compilation of the transformation zones took place j 
; according to the shsst arrangement cf the topographic map i 
i of scale Is25«,000* But this prooechire is not gaits exact | 
j duo to the curvature of the circles of latitude,, In addi- f 
j tion, the graphically accomplished insertion of the coor- | 
I dinate pairs into the row map sheet is scansrwhat uncertain, j 
j For thsao reasons^ a special adjustment of the computing ' * 
step 1 is performed* Two *miil checke** are performed in aI 

j run or the operating cards 1 through tho Bull tabulating 
I machine i ,        1 

■*-  o ~ X,-t J£ B = "0 
+ y - A * 0 

Disarepa.noi.es in these cheeks uncover errors in the compu-f 
tat ion and positioning' errors in the regions of trans» I 
formation,, These errors are rectified by a replacement 
of the faulty punched cards ana a, re-rim. 

3« Computation of c and d» 
The intermediate results c and d are determined in a 

card run through the Brill card, duplicator with adjoined 
electronic computer. The operational ca,rds 1 run through 
the scanner of the duplicator« wh.il© a new set of cards, 
the operational cards 2S  goes through the punching clo- 

the computer. 

All thsee processes for programing could be performed 
without regard to plus or minus signs because it" is as- 

««■*.•»» wasM<w>'*SM&mm# w wet «v 
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jcertained, through the particular selection of the range of: 
■the transformation regions, that the products in the formu- 
lae (3.II) are always smaller than the values of the con- 
stants Kog, KOI, Kx2 and (Kn-1)»  It is always the case 
ithat a has the"same sign as "K22* ^ as ^23* c ^s "^-12  anc* ^ *' 
!as (KTI -1).  These considerations make it* "possible"'t'o com- f 
bine the computation of c and d in a program of the elec- ; 
:tronic computer "Gamma 3 B1* which is governed by means of , 
-the operational cards only by the type of the transforms- : 

(tion case»  The signs of c and d are recorded on the opera- 
tional cards 2 because they are still needed for the sub- 
'sequent sequence 4 of the operation. 

Z\ x  and Ay are fed into the electronic computer {for i 
imultiplication purposes) always with their full value to * 
; within 0.001 m»  This specification in no way slows the ■ 
: programf due to the speed of electronics«  On the other ; 
hand, the programming is thereby simplified, j 

•   4, Calculation of x'ß and y's. ! 
In the 4th run through the duplicator with adjoining j 

electronic computer, the first computation of x* and y' is! 
finished. The result of the transformation with the south; 
auxiliary point x's and yfs is punched into a third set ofj 
cards named "result cards 3". At the same time, the de- \ 
signaling characteristics are punched into them by the ! 
duplicating machine« s 

The programming for the electronic computer is similar ; 
to half a step of card run 3 because the computation for- \ 
mulae are of a similar structure. The storage capacity ! 

of the "Gamma 3 BM is thereby fully utilised due to the ! 
larger number of places in the factors, but only about j 
half of the available program lines are used. The pro- 1 
gram lines which thus remain unused are taken advantage \ 
of for a complete plus or minus sign control and no I 
change of the control panel is necessary during the run ' 
of all transformation zones» 

b.)  Calculation of x'n and y'n with the north       \ 
auxiliary point» \ 

i 

> 
of 

at  1. w  / * I 

The program steps of punched cards for the computation j 
c and d are the same as stated in sub 1, and 3. for   ! 

_J 
12 
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(the calculation with the south auxiliary point. The start- 
ling material is provided by the cards 4« c arid d are 
jpunched into the cards 5. 

I  -8. Sorting of the operational cards. 5 parallel to the 
!      result cards S» 
,  The step following this one requires that the operation- 
al cards 5 and the result cards 3 be presented in two sets 
': arranged parallel to each other. The sorting of both sets 
j is done together according to the non-ambiguous order _   | 
I characteristics« Under the given circumstances a sorting \ 
I of both card sets is necessary based on. 11 columns.      j 

9. Computation of x(i and y'n and preliminary compari- I 
j      son with Xg and y*s . j 
I We start off with the operational cards 5 and find the j 
| transformation results with the north auxiliary point in J 
! the same way as in step i of the punched card program» | 
I These results are punched into the result cards 3. At the] 
? sacae time, x*t%  af«ly*a.-are-compared with xr

8 and y*s ,     J 
i 

j   The operational car'is 5 are scanned in the card dupli- 
; cat or for c,  de Ay  and Ax, B and A, and the information 
; transmit ted to the electronic computer«, At the same time 
a first comparison is made in the duplicator of the char- 
acteristics of the -result cards 3 which run through the  ] 
punching device of the duplicator. Thus, the parallel   j 
run is checked even before the results are punched in so 
&&  to avoid an erroneous punching of cards which do not 
belong to one another» 

In the second part of the card run x'n and y'n are de- 
termined in the computer, delivered to the punching de- 
vice and punched into the result cards« Then, in the 

\   third part of the run, two comparisons are ra&de«        | 

\ The  second comparison in this card rim compares the re-j 
j suits of the transformations of the south auxiliary point J 
i with those of the north.auxiliary point. Both are 
) punched into the result cards 3 and are compared to with- 
| in 1 m only« Ä finer comparison is not practical for the 
f following reasons:  if the difference between the two re- 
I suits --albeit within the accuracy of computation-- is 
transmitted with all the decimals., all too often a dis- 

t 
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crep&ncy In the comparison, would, appear which would imoede 
a steady operation of the machine», 

j  In the third comparison, the dharacteristics of both 
I cards are once more compared in order to uncover punohina \ 
terrors due to the punching head, ^ilch could result in "    I 
j missing punch mar&e. It the comparison fails, the dupli- 
cator stops autoaaticaliy. The faulty card is then      » 
j eliminated«       ■ 

I   rP* Sorting of the result cards 3 for listing.       > 
^  The listing of the result cards 3 is meant to form the ; 
. £>asis for the sstabiishmard. of the ruse card file of the   j 
. lixad reference points. The sequence for the listing of  I 
j th&  fixed, points in the nav  card file for these points is I 
I fß*^1! shad-.by sorting of the punched cards according to \ 
i the^following criteria; "    f 
j   1.) According to the origin of the coordinate system 
j an ths regions cf th&  old. countrr boundaries the coordi- 
; nates are separated according to their belcmaing to the 
? previous^ country triangul&tions); "'  "' 
I   2.)  In the order of decreasing Talues; 
j   o.J According to the point arra^gerc^t; 
;   4.) According to the sheets of the nsv .1:25,000 
j       topographic map» 

j   11» First tabulations of the rasults of the transfer~ 
I       nations and final adjuotrnftBt» 
|   The Bull tabulating machine writes first lists which 
i   contain tue results of ih®  transforaatiox? computed with 
j «e nortli auxiliary paint. The characteristics are also 
| listecu  these lirst tabulated sheets s&Tve  as the basis 
for the establishment of the new card file for the fired 
points, the coordinated pairs are thereby put in  the pro 
per orcer in the preceding card program u±&p  in a form 
suitable for the card file» 

SamulUnecmsly with this tabulation, the final ad hist - f 
mein; taxes place, a comparison of the traitsfoim&tioiTre- « 
Stilt«    ¥Uh    Th»   nft-rfh    an A   +U„    „Ä,,J.k     ..._JI.^„    >      . «» I 

exceeds 

The computation of the adjustment differences d slows I 
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|the output of the Bull tabulating machine down to about 
[2500 cards per hour because of the necessity for four in- 
11ermediate run s» 

12. Second tabulation of the results 
t r&nsf oriaat ion, 

:he 

j   In  order to eliminate errors completely in the tabula- 
tion, the result cards are once more listed, with another , 
l Bull tabulating machine« The thus created second table is j 
I used as a check for the establishment of the new card file \ 
| of the fixed points« ] 

'   Here no adjustment tah.es place, so that the machine can | 
; be operated at an output of 9000 cards per hour,        f 

Frequency of Errors 

   - ^               —  —" —■  —~ —   * i 

punched card program. These errors could only have been | 
caused in tho card .punching machines during the program- » 
ming steps 3, 4, 7 and 9* because the other steps of the I 
program axe checked individually. j 

Six discrepancies for 1000 transformations were found I 
on the average for these 4 runs through the Bull duplioa- j 
tor with adjoining electronic computer« 111 is corresponds > 
to 1.5% jjG.iscaleu.lations per run. I 

The reasons for these errors are to be found mainly in 
the adjoining machine-, the Bull card duplicator, and 
mostly in the mechanical part of the card transport and 
the punching head» Cards not fad in quite straight re- 
sulted in erroneous scanning beneath the scanning brushes. 
The punching head of the duplicator functioned not quite 
faultlessly and in some cases it punched in wrong values, 
although the computer had delivered the correct results« 
Sc-oietiio.es,, it omitted one or more punched holes* The 
reason for a, minor part of the miscalculations can be at- 
tributed to the way the electronic computer operates» If 
the warm up period of the computer was not adhered to 
strictly before the start of the operations, wrong re- 
sults could ensue» 

W>i=«|j«** <* 
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f Time Reamireaenta 

]   It was not necessary, in the present case, to prepare 
I the initial cards by manual punching for the'transforma- 
tion» The times for the preparation of the operational 

I the original coordinates onto a. form and, in the"'case of 
I manual transformation, for collating, 

I The final oriput can be sat at about 270 transormations ; 
t per hour. This goes for ths punched card transformation I 
r with independent-second computation., mechanical compari- I 
| son of both transfbrsjaticn resultsf sorting of the resiili I 
I cards^and listing, if the programs iB.g is done in the way 1 
I described ahoya. This rtamher was arrived at from the teoh-f 
I nioai capacity of the f*;ployed card punching aiachin.es. In] 
j practice --including programming and program checkincr-- 1 
i only about a third of the technically possible output was 1 
! achieved;  90 transformations pez  hour» | 

I   Compared with this, the output of a Imum  computer'who j 
I performs hietransformations manually by means of tables f 
i or who uses the Hrisfcow transformation ecniatiorts on an an-! 
tomatic electrical calculating machine is only 2 to 3    f 
transformations per hour« " J 
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